Introduction
There are a number of problems being discussed actively in the HEP community these days. With the disappearance of the large central mainframes, the role of centralised computing and IT organisations is being questioned. The promise of cheap commodity computing is being researched as a solution to the ever expanding computing needs of the physics community. Computing farms of cheap batch processing engines potentially offer the scaleable, replicatable, data processing units to deal with the increasing volumes of data. Finally, with LHC some 10 years away, the question of how software engineering and data processing will look in the future is inevitably vague and yet we are required to make strategic investment decisions now.
While these questions seem unrelated, they represent a set of concerns which are being voiced by industry in general. These concerns arise because of recent changes in computing technology and business methods which now provide an opportunity for the application of technology in new ways, but without clear indication of how to do so effectively.
It is not surprising that the purveyor of commodity computing, Microsoft, has realised the opportunity that these changes will bring. This paper will examine the technologies we can expect to see from Microsoft, and others, within the next few years and will show that these technologies will play an increasingly significant role in HEP computing as they mature.
History
As we move forward from the days of only the largest corporations investing in a single mainframe to today, the trend has been to proliferate computing technology throughout the business process and into the hands of increasing numbers of people. With this has come the development of supporting technologies, most notably the network and the database. The network has facilitated the geographical spread of technology and the database has been fundamental in organizing essential information.
The database has traditionally been the reference repository of information, managed and maintained by a central IT authority in the business concerned. The scalability of this approach has come under question as the evolution of business moves towards project oriented teams and the necessity for increasing numbers of people to access corporate data. A lot of activity has been devoted in recent years to implementing distributed and replicated databases to solve this problem.
The trend is continuing today towards "empowerment". This means facilitating the creation and access to information by end users. Downsizing to distributed servers and client/server computing have been the fwst approaches to dealing with these needs. However, the increased cost of management of distributed systems while trying to maintain a high quality of service are significant when coupled with the costs associated with porting business applications and legacy code. It is not surprising in this context that IBM has had a record quarter in mainframe sales. Businesses that can manage with existing mainframe capacity can avoid these expenses which, in some cases, may be much more significant than the saving in mainframe hardware investment. Ironically, mainframe hardware is becoming cheaper as they leverage from the same advances in semiconductor technology as the microprocessor industry.
Inevitably however, the trend towards technology dispersing into increasingly small businesses and offices brings with it an opportunity being addressed by Microsoft, namely the "shrink-wrapped server". Perhaps the fundamental difference between Windows/NT and other operating systems, such as UNIX, is not any particular technical benefit or deficit, but that it is targeted at the "turn-key" end user market. The futiure model where every restaurant, shop, and small business is connected to an intemet (as opposed to the intemet) then the market for servers for these businesses is somewhere in the 300 Million units region. This may not be about to happen in 1995, but Microsoft is laying the foundation to capture that market as it continues to evolve.
Selling servers is not enough. In the era where a vast number of servers have been deployed and presumably an even greater number of clients are trying to access many different data repositories and interact with each other, there is a lot of additional foundational technology required. During the last five years, Microsoft, like others, have been announcing acronyms covering new developments: DLL, ODBC, OLE, WOSA, COM, MAPI and TAPI to name just a few, and it is has not been clear that many of these developments are indeed, the foundation for the vision, and market opportunity, just described.
The rest of this paper will describe the current state, and projected enhancements, of some of these technologies and attempt to piece together a roadmap for the future. Technologies will emerge to captialise on the business opportunities and which will address many of the problems we face in the HEP community in terms of system management, capacity, scalability and cost effective computing.
Objects, Components and all that
To manage the complexity of an environment of many computers communicating and accessing many types of information, some simplification is required. If we could somehow standardise applications, in particular how applications communicate and access data, then we would be able to comprehend and model the effect of many instances of such programs running on many machines. This abstraction is the essence of componentware. A component is a binary software module, which has a set of standard interfaces, and which can be used to communicate with other components. This is ideal because to create a solution to a problem, ideally one just has to plug components together rather like Lego (Duplo for the Swiss). In fact, this brings with it some other advantages, namely choice. If one is looking for a component which performs a certain functionality, it should be possible to choose from a set of components which perhaps trade functionality and performance.
What happened to 00P? Object programming is an important paradigm for being able to break down a source code problem into objects which are manageable. It addresses the same problem of managing complexity by encapsulating functions and data which can be used and viewed as a single entity or object. However, 00P has made its mark as a source code paradigm, and the widely available tools do not directly address the issue of object interaction at runtime except for some specialised environments. Componentware, basically, is the binary encapsulation of an object and its runtime interaction is determined by an operating system runtime framework. Most of the Microsoft effort has been directed at creating this runtime framework infrastructure.
Microsoft firmly believe that creating an infrastructure for componentware and component cooperation, is an essential part of being able to realise the opportunity described earlier. This abstraction is key to creating a new software industry capable of satisfying diverse business needs and able to scale to the level of technology deployment envisaged.
COM
The Component Object Module, COM, is basically the foundation of the componentware framework. It provides the basic services required for components to be located, have their capabilities determined, start instances and connect to other components. Since the intention is to have many millions of components interacting, the mechanisms involved in component communication must be efficient.
Three basic types of communication are possible: 1. Communication between components residing in the same address space. 2. Communication between components residing in different address spaces, but on the same machine. 3. Communication between components on different machines.
To accommodate these possibilities, COM uses the three variants of the traditional procedure call. In the fwst case that the components reside in the same address space, using COM will add the overhead of one level of pointer indirection to call a method in the destination component object.
In order to communicate with a component in another address space on the same machine, COM uses a lightweight remote procedure call mechanism, LRPC, to pass information across the process boundaries that protect applications from each other within the operating system.
Cross network communication between components uses the Microsoft extended remote procedure call (XRPC) mechanism. This is compatible with the RPC standard defined by OSF in its Disrnbuted Computing Environment (DCE) specification. It will be possible to interact with components running on heterogeneous DCE based systems including OpenVMS and UNIX.
While these mechanisms provide necessary low level capabilities including transport independence, security and data conversion between incompatible processor and operating system architectures, they are encapsulated under an API which provides transparency between local and remote instances of a particular component service. The programming model remains the same whether one is talking to a component service in the same address space or across a network.
Distributed component support allows a single application to be split into a number of different components, each of which can run on a different computer. For example, a database application could be built as a set of components: a query engine, report engine, forms builder and transaction manager. Each of these components could run on a machine suited to the amount of processing power, 1/0 bandwidth and disk capacity required. In principal, efficiency is improved as components can be moved to the machines more closely suited to the resoumes required, and perhaps more importantly, closer to the data where appropriate. Computing also becomes much more scaleable since applications can leverage from networks of machines and capacity can be added incrementally to increase capabilities..
OLE
It is difficult to describe exactly what is meant by the term OLE as its acronym (Object Linking and Embedding) no longer matches how it is used. Basically it is an umbrella term encompassing the defined services for the componentwmre architecture. In the previous section COM was described, and access to COM is achieved through an OLE service. One way of visualizing OLE ignoring the multiplicity of descriptions in the literature, is as a set of service abstractions which can be arbitrarily extended. Service in this sense means a set of interfaces through which a component may be manipulated.
The OLE interfaces defined today are, in general, visually oriented. This is partly due to the fact that the distributed COM technology is not yet mature and so what might be considered "server" components have not yet appeared, and partly due to necessity to manage the growing complexity of user interfaces. It is estimated that more than 35 Million machines are equipped with applications which use visual OLE technologies.
The currently defined, and used, OLE interfaces are: q OLE Automation. This allows components to expose command sets which they support. The scripting languages of Word and Excel are two obvious examples. . OLE Controls. These are components which expose properties and methods and who are also capable of generating events. They are intended to be controlled by a container application and belong to a class of visual components which offer presentation services. Conrainer applications include the popular software development environments such as Visual Basic. "Off the shel~ OLE control components are in some sense passive as they generally require supporting code from the development environment to provide an application solution. However, they are very powerful in the sense that being able to use a number of "oflthe shel' components to create a sophisticated visual interface is very eflcient in terms ofprogramming effort. Despite the visual bias, OLE Controls can also have no user interface, for example a timer or network component. q OLE Drag& Drop. Defines how the effect of visually dragging from one component to another will be treated. . OLE Documents. This is the classic "compound document" and these interfaces provides for linking and embedding of data from other applications, Visual Editing, Storage and Data management.
These technologies are supported by the current development tools. What is more interesting are the services and interfaces currently under development which will take increasing advantage of distributed COM communications.
Distributed Systems
The primitive foundations for co-operating systems have been laid in the previous sections. Typically a business process will require a number of systems to cooperate to complete the task. An example maybe an order processes where order placement, billing, accounting, marketing and fulfillment may take place on geographically disparate systems. This introduces one of the next level of problems of distributed systems namely time constraint models. The framework should be able to manage the "time dimension" of a set of systems such that the unavailability of one or more systems involved in the process does not necessarily stop or impede related processes.
OLE defines an architectural element to be used for this purpose called the Component Coordinator. Components may no~ in general access the low level COM services directly, but will, instead, request services of the Component Coordinator. The component coordinator on a system will use COM services to communicate with component coordinator services on remote systems. The primary function will be to handle such functions as queuing of transactions to remote systems, error recovery of failed transactions (double commit) and load balancing of requests across systems capable of offering identical services. While the component coordinator will handle synchronous communication between components it will also manage requests to remote components which for various reasons cannot be fulfilled immediately.
The component coordinator is a component itself, acting as a service provider to client components and leveraging from the basic communication services supplied by COM. It is an example of how the framework for distributed systems can be extended in a consistent architectural way and provide increasingly higher level services to the cooperating components in a scaleable manner.
Databases and Storage i
Some of the other interesting OLE services and interfaces center around databases and storage. By now the architectural model should be familiar. The monolithic databases of today pose scalability problems in terms of large numbers of heterogeneous client access and the solution is to decompose the database "application" into cooperating components. Doing this, in essence, exposes the internal interfaces which exist in most database products today. The interface between the query engine and the file system manager, and the interface between the query processor and the query engine are exposed for example. This decomposition allows the components to run on different systems, but it also allows new components, with different capabilities, to be inserted into the processing chain.
One of the realities today is that while strategic business information is traditionally kept in the central databases evident in the business models of the 1970's and 80s, it is also true that the growth of desktop computing now permits the storage and use of important information on the desktop and local servers.
The challenge is how to make this disparate information, contained in many different file formats consistently avaiiable to applications and business processes. Interestingly, Microsoft created a desktop database product called Access as they had understood that it was "access" to local information that was required. By creating another type of information repository it adds to the problem, but it also contains technology to access remote database information and import information from a number of commonly used formats. While this product perhaps helps, it is not an architectural solution to the problem. That is where OLE DB comes in.
OLE DB is an OLE component service provider interface. Components which are written to present information via the OLE DB interface will make information available consistently. The file system or storage component in a traditional darabase will present the underlying information to the OLE DB interface. The Query engine will then use this service interface to make queries of the database. With storage service providers being available for information contained within a wide range of file formats, the same query engines may be used to reason about the information irrespective of its underlying format. This is an important advance which starts to integrate database technology into the operating system itself. In fact, the much publicised next version of NT, code named Cairo contains OLE DB as a native interface to the file system. Searching for information bezomes a case of executing a database query -a very powerful concept.
Enhanced query engines capable of executing a distributed query across a number of OLE storage providers presenting an OLE DB service will become a reality. Again, there are significant possibilities for exploitation of this technology wirhin HEP. OLE DB also presents an event model for signaling exceptions. With this architecture, it is as easy to handle an event such as a change to a table entry in a large corpomte database running on a central computer as the change to a cell in a spreadsheet residing on a departmental server.
One additional interesting possibility is the use of components to present OLE DB services from constructed information. For example, a project management component may perform some calculations based on project criteria and present the results as an OLE DB interface. Again the same information queries requested by a query engine would operate consistently against the calculated results of the project management component.
Development Environments
How do we create components to use and exploit this framework? The current suite of Microsoft development tools include Visual Basic, Microsoft C++ and Microsoft FORTRAN. These products, although supcrtlcially similar, in fact have individual user interface environments, language processing engines and runtime systems.
It should not be a surprise that these products will be "componentised" over time. By separating the visual interfaces from the language engines, consistent development environments will be created. In addition we can expect to see a number of high level tools for design and modeling which would be usable against any of the underlying language processors, for example project tracking and version control. An interesting side-effect is that the acntal programming language used becomes increasingly unimportant, except as a maintenance standard, which is an important message as we discuss whether C++ of FORTRAN will be dominant in the future.
The opening up of the development environment will enable large development groups to customise the development environment to suit their needs. Because of the access to internal interfaces, it will be possible to insert components into this development framework which can be used, for example, to enforce coding standards or to integrate with groupware information systems. It would appear that the product opportunities in the future for tool vendors will be to add value to the development environments through the use of components.
Some supporting technologies already planned in the offerings from Microsoft include a repository. The repository is essentially a database which will contain detailed information about development projects and the interface details of components. The descriptive component interfaces and type libraries will be contained within the repository and be available to the design environment for interrogation.
The development infrastructure described here will be able to use the distributed computing framework so far described including COM, and the Component Coordinator, to access and manage repositories existing at many sites involved in a large distributed development project. In industry in general, it will become less important for developers to "belong" to a company and be geographically co-located. Rather, programming skills may be hired as needed and coordinated through cooperating development environment components. This would minimise the costs involved and help maximise the business efficiency. Such possibilities will bring about profound sociological changes in the way technological developments are conducted.
Having described how the development environments themselves will look, lets look at what sort of components one will be able to create with them. Already today, so called instance customisation is possible. By manipulating the properties, and responding to events of 3rd party control components, they can be customised and embedded into new applications. It is also possible to create a new component from an number of instance customised components, a process known as component aggregation. In this way, larger components can be created from the building blocks of smaller components and be, themselves, used by other components. Deriving from an existing component and extending its basic functionality will also become possible although general purpose multiple inheritance is not considered to be a safe technology to use and Microsoft do not include it in the object model.
One of the important aspects of these evolving development environments and strategies for HEP is the ability to use existing or legacy code. It will be a relatively simple procedure to encapsulate existing code and add an OLE inte~ace to create an object o~ering new services. It seems natural that the CERN program library could be encapsulated in this way some day providing algorithmic components. One can imagine the creation of a HEP component library which would provide the components of most interest to high energy physics.
Heterogeneous Environments
A word on heterogeneous environments is appropriate here. Through the use of industry standard communications protocols Microsoft will provide connectivity to a wide variety of non-Windows systems. In particular, the technology used to create OLE services will be actively ported to many systems. The
I
Microsoft goal is to encourage 3rd parties to realise the business opportunity of providing OLE service interfaces to existing processing environments.
Microsoft are not alone, however, in creating componentware frameworks, an interoperability issues will certainly become an issue over time. CORBA 2 from the Object Management Group, SOM/OpenDoc, Smalltalk, and some specific C++ developments are other contenders and there maybe new ones with time. Although DEC is reported as working on an OLE-CORBA gateway, the interoperability between component frameworks is complicated as the runtime semantics can vary considerably. OpenDoc will provide OLE compatibility at some level and should be able to interoperate with some types of OLE components.
The component frameworks operate due to standardised service interfaces and semantics. There are incompatibilities between object frameworks in both the functionality of services offered and the underlying semantics. For exampie the component object lifecycles are differently managed between OLE and CORBA. Low level incompatibility can occur in the type and type structures used to pass parameters to component methods. Some data types in CORBA have no equivalent in COM and some equivalent types have different representation. Other low level functions such as exception handling and memory management are implicit in a particular component framework and not (necessarily) compatible between object frameworks.
Operating a mixed environmen~ which maybe inevitable in the HEP community, will present some interesting challenges to those persons charged with supporting the component frameworks.
Conclusion
What has been presented here is an overview of the architectural plan for distributed computing by Microsoft. The business opportunity is tied to the rapid growth of consumer computing which is happening now and will continue far into the future. Being able to create a logically centralised, through the use of interface standards, and physically distributed computing environment where anyone can provide services is major challenge. Managing complexity and creating a consistent framework through the use of componentware technology is paramount to its success.
